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The first non-beta release of the Weather Research and Forecast (WRF) modeling system
in May, 2004 represented a key milestone in the effort to design and implement a fullyfunctioning, next-generation modeling system for the atmospheric research and
operational NWP user communities. With efficiency, portability, maintainability, and
extensibility as bedrock requirements, the WRF software framework has allowed
incremental and reasonably rapid development while maintaining overall consistency and
adherence to the architecture and its interfaces. The WRF 2.0 release supports the fullrange of functionality envisioned for the model including efficient scalable performance
on a range of high-performance computing platforms, multiple dynamic cores and
physics options, low-overhead two-way interactive nesting, moving nests, model
coupling, and interoperability with other common model infrastructure efforts such as
ESMF.

1. Introduction
The WRF project has developed a next-generation mesoscale forecast model and
assimilation system to advance both the understanding and the prediction of
mesoscale precipitation systems and to promote closer ties between the research
and operational forecasting communities. With the release of WRF version 2.0
to the community in May of 2004, the wide dissemination of the WRF modeling
system to a large number of users and its application in a variety of areas
including storm-scale research and prediction, air-quality modeling, wildfire
simulation, hurricane and tropical storm prediction, regional climate, and
operational numerical weather prediction are well underway. The number of
registered downloads exceeded 2,500 at the end of 2004. 173 participants from
93 institutions in 20 countries attended the annual WRF Users Workshop in June
2004 at NCAR and heard 28 scientific presentations involving work being
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conducted with the WRF model. Operational implementation of WRF is
underway at the NOAA National Centers for Environmental Prediction and at
the U.S. Air Force Weather Agency. A joint NOAA/NCAR/DoD
Developmental Testbed Center has been formed to facilitate the ongoing testing,
evaluation, and transition of new developments from the research community

into operations at NCEP, AFWA, and at the U.S. Navy through Operational
Testbed Centers being established at the respective centers.
The WRF system, illustrated in Figure 1, consists of the WRF model itself,
preprocessors for producing initial and lateral boundary conditions for idealized,
real-data, and one-way nested forecasts, postprocessors for analysis and
visualization, and a three-dimensional variational data assimilation (3DVAR)
program. With the exception of the standard initialization (SI) program, each of
the preprocessors and 3DVAR are parallel programs implemented using the
WRF Advanced Software Framework (ASF). Data streams between the
programs are input and output through the ASF’s I/O and Model Coupling API.
The WRF Model (large box in figure) contains two dynamical cores, providing
additional flexibility across institutions and applications. The NCAR-developed
Advanced Research WRF (ARW; originally the Eulerian Mass, or “EM” core)
uses a time-split high-order Runga-Kutta method to integrate a conservative
formulation of the compressible non-hydrostatic equations [16]. ARW is
supported to the research community as WRF Version 2 and is undergoing
operational implementation at the U.S. Air Force Weather Agency.
NOAA/NCEP’s operational implementation of WRF is using dynamics adapted
to the WRF ASF from the Non-hydrostatic Mesoscale Model (NMM)
[3][8][9][15].
The WRF ASF implements the WRF software architecture [11] and is the basis
on which the WRF model and 3DVAR systems have been developed. It features
a modular, hierarchical organization of the software that insulates scientific code
from parallelism and other architecture-, implementation-, and installationspecific concerns. This design has also been crucial for managing the
complexity of a single-source-code model for a range of users, applications, and
platforms.
This paper describes the implementation and performance of WRF software,
including new features provided in WRF 2.0: two-way interacting and moving
nests, support for model coupling, and interoperability with emerging
community modeling infrastructure such as the Earth System Modeling
Framework.1
2. WRF Advanced Software Framework
The WRF ASF comprises a number of separable layers and supporting
components: the Driver Layer, Mediation Layer, Model Layer, a metaprogramming utility called the Registry, and application program interfaces
(APIs) to external packages for interprocessor communication, data formats, and
I/O. The benefits of the WRF ASF are facilitation of rapid development, ease of
extension, leverage of development effort by the WRF community at large,
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software reuse, and ready adaptation to community model infrastructure such as
ESMF.
The Driver layer handles run-time allocation and parallel decomposition of
model domain data structures; organization, management, interaction, and
control over nested domains, including the main time loop in the model; highlevel interfaces to I/O operations on model domains; and the interface to other
components when WRF is part of a larger coupled system of applications.
Within the driver, each domain is represented abstractly as a single object: a
Fortran90 derived data type containing the dynamically allocated state data with
pointers to other domains in the nest hierarchy. Nesting is represented as a tree
of domains rooted at the top-level (most coarse resolution) domain. Each model
time step involves a recursive depth-first traversal over this tree, advancing each
node and its children forward to the next model time. Forcing, feedback, and
nest movement is also handled in the Driver.
The Mediation Layer encompasses one time-step of a particular dynamical core
on a single model domain. The solve routine for the dynamical core contains the
complete set of calls to Model Layer routines as well as invocation of
interprocessor communication (halo updates, parallel transposes, etc.) and multithreading. The current WRF implementation uses the RSL communication
library [12] that, in turn, uses the Message Passing Interface (MPI)
communication package. Shared-memory parallelism over tiles – a second level
of domain decomposition within distributed memory patches – is also specified
in the solve routines using OpenMP.
The Model Layer comprises the actual computational routines that make up the
model: advection, diffusion, physical parameterizations, and so forth. Model
layer subroutines are called through a standard Model Layer Interface: all state
data is passed as arguments, along with the starting and ending indices in each
of the three grid dimensions for the tile that is being computed. Model layer
subroutines may not include I/O, stop statements, multi-threading, or
interprocessor communication, ensuring that they may be executed coherently
for any tile-decomposition or order of execution over tiles. The Model Layer
Interface is a contract between the ASF and the programmer/scientist working at
the Model Layer. Adherence to the interface ensures that a Model Layer
package incorporated into WRF will work on any parallel computer the
framework itself is ported to. Model layer routines that have data dependencies
rely on the mediation layer to perform the necessary interprocessor
communication prior to their being called. The programmer describes the
communication type and pattern by adding an entry to the Registry and then
inserts a notation to perform the communication at the appropriate location in
the solve routine.
The Registry is a concise database of information about WRF data structures
and a mechanism for automatically generating large sections of WRF code from
the notations in the database. The Registry data base is a collection of tables that

Figure 2 Nesting decomposition and communication.

lists and describes the WRF state variables and arrays with their attributes such
as dimensionality, number of time levels, association with a particular
dynamical core, association with a particular physics package, membership in an
input, output, or restart dataset, communication operations on the data, and some
descriptive meta-data such as what the variable or array represents and its units.
From this database, the Registry generates code for interfaces between layers of
the infrastructure, packing and unpacking code for communication and nesting,
and field-by-field calls to routines for model I/O -- code that would otherwise be
extremely time-consuming and error-prone to write and manage manually.
Adding or modifying a state variable or array in WRF is a matter of modifying a
line or two in the Registry. Currently, the Registry automatically generates 60thousand of the total 250-thousand lines of WRF code.
APIs to external packages are also part of the WRF software framework. These
allow WRF to use different packages for self-describing data formats, model
coupling toolkits and libraries, and libraries for interprocessor-communication
by simply adapting the external package to the interface. Clean APIs also
support reuse in the other direction; for example, Earth System Modeling
Framework developers are adapting the WRF I/O API for use within the ESMF
software.
Documentation for the WRF infrastructure, including reference documentation
for the Registry, the WRF I/O Application Program Interface specification, and
a web-based WRF code and documentation browser [6] are maintained on-line.1
Additional software documentation for WRF is in-progress.
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3. Nesting and Moving Nests
Nesting is a form of mesh refinement that allows costly higher resolution
computation to be focused over a region of interest. WRF 2.0 includes support
for one-way and two-way interacting nested domains. Nests in WRF are nonrotated and aligned so that parent mesh points are coincident with a point on the
underlying nest, which eliminates the need for more complicated generalized
regridding calculations. Nest configurations are specified at run-time through the
namelist. The WRF ASF supports creating and removing nests at any time
during the simulation but the WRF model is currently constrained to starting
nests at the beginning if runs require input of nest-resolution terrain or other
lower boundary data; this limitation will be addressed in the near future. Nests
may be telescoped (nests within nests) to an arbitrary level of horizontal
refinement. Vertical refinement is not yet implemented. Refinement ratios are
whole integers, typically 1:3. A prototype implementation of moving nests was
released in version 2.0.3. This version was used for a 4km moving nest
simulation of Hurricane Ivan (Sept. 2004). An animation is viewable on-line.1
Efficient and scalable implementation of nesting is a key concern. All domains
in a nested simulation are decomposed over the same set of processes and nested
domains run synchronously with the parent. Exchanging forcing and feedback
information requires communication to scatter and gather data across processes
every parent time step. In addition, interpolation of parent domain data to nest
points is load imbalanced because it only occurs over regions of the domain
shared by both parent and nest. This is partially alleviated by first rearranging
the parent domain data to the processes storing the corresponding nest domain
points, allowing interpolation to be performed locally and over a larger number
of processes. Figure 2 shows parent domain data on the processes overlaying the
nested boundary (including “a” and “b” for the northwest nest corner) being
communicated to the processes that compute the nest boundary (including
process “c”. Recall both domains are decomposed over the same set of
processes). After rearrangement of the parent-domain data, the parent-to-nest
grid interpolation is performed locally on the nest-boundary processes.
Nesting overhead has been measured by running equally dimensioned parent
and nest domains as two-way interacting domains and then separately as standalone single domain runs. Overhead for nesting is between 5 and 8 percent,
depending on the number of processes, and well within the target of 15 percent
overhead observed in the parallel MM5 model. Most of the overhead appears
related to the cost of the interpolation, which uses a relatively expensive nonlinear algorithm.
The approach for moving nests is the same as two-way nesting, with some
additional logic added to the framework and the model code:
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1.

Determine whether it is time for a move and, if so, the direction
and distance of the move.

2.

Adjust the relationship between points on the nest and
corresponding points on the parent domain.

3.

Shift data in the 2- and 3-dimensional state arrays of the nest in the
opposite direction of the nest movement.

4.

Initialize the leading edge of the nest as it moves into a new
position relative to the parent domain.

Additional work is needed in step 1, above, to incorporate an automatic featurefollowing nest movement mechanism and in step 4 to allow run-time ingest of
nest-resolution lower boundary data such as topography and land use on the
leading edge of the moved nest. Lastly, the issue of moving coupling to an
external model such as an ocean model will be addressed.
4. I/O and Model Coupling
The I/O and Model Coupling API within the WRF ASF provides a uniform,
package-independent interface between the WRF model and external packages
for I/O and data formatting. Implementations of the API for NetCDF, Parallel
HDF5, native-binary, and GRIB1 I/O are run-time assignable to the
framework’s I/O streams.1 The WRF I/O and Model Coupling API also supports
model coupling, an idea well developed under [5][6] and in the PRISM coupling
framework [7]. “Coupling as I/O” is attractive in that it allows encapsulation of
details of component data exchange within a model’s control structures and
interfaces that already exist for I/O. It requires little if any modification to the
models themselves, it is readily and efficiently adaptable to different forms of
coupling (sequential or concurrent), it can switch transparently (from the
applications point of view) between on-line and off-line modes of coupling, and
it is naturally suited to distributed computing environments such as Grid
computing.
Two model coupling implementations of the WRF I/O and Model Coupling API
have been developed: the Model Coupling Toolkit (MCT) [10] is the basis for
the Community Climate System Model (CCSM) coupler; the Model Coupling
Environment Library (MCEL) [2] is a CORBA-based client-server based
coupling framework.
The MCT implementation of the WRF I/O and Model Coupling API supports
regular, scheduled exchanges of boundary conditions for tightly to moderately
coupled interactions between WRF and the Regional Ocean Modeling System
1
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Coupling graph for Yellow Sea simulation showing WRF
(atmosphere), ADCIRC (ocean circulation), SWAN (wave model), and
LSOM (sediment optics). U and V velocities from WRF are air; U and
from ADCIRC are water.

Figure 3

(ROMS). WRF wind stress and heat fluxes are sent to the ocean model and seasurface temperature is received from ROMS. Three performance benchmarks of
the WRF/ROMS coupling were conducted and coupling overhead was nominal,
well under 1 percent of total run time for the coupled system. The coupled
WRF/ROMS system has been used in follow-on scientific studies involving an
idealized hurricane vortex described in [14]. The WRF/ROMS MCT
implementation has been demonstrated using the MPICH-G2 library within the
Globus toolkit over a rudimentary computational grid.1 ROMS ran on one Intel
Linux node at NOAA Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory (PMEL) in
Seattle; WRF on four Linux nodes at NOAA Forecast Systems Laboratory
(FSL) in Boulder. Even over geographically distributed systems, overhead for
the WRF/ROMS coupling using MCT over Globus was less than 2 percent.
The MCEL implementation of the WRF I/O and Model Coupling API supports
coupling of sets of models with a wider range of spatial and temporal scales, or
with irregular, data-driven interactions. Figure 3 shows output from a fourmodel simulation of the Yellow Sea littoral environment for a high-wind event
in November, 1999. WRF is coupled to a system composed of the ADCIRC
ocean and SWAN wave models. ADCIRC and SWAN, in turn, provide forcing
to a sedimentation and optics model that simulates diver visibility [1]. ADCIRC,
1
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Figure 4 Schedule of data interaction between four concurrently executing models. The
coupling interval, T, is one hour.

which uses an unstructured mesh, was also interfaced to MCEL through the
WRF I/O API in order to demonstrate its applicability to other models and grid
systems. MCEL supports concurrent coupling, meaning that the components run
at the same time on different sets of processors. Figure 4 shows the timing of
interactions between the components. As with MCT, the measured coupling
overheads were small. WRF, the atmosphere, is the dominant cost of the
simulation. Therefore, we measured the coupling overhead from the point of
view of the WRF atmosphere. The cost of coupling measured from WRF is only
15-20 milliseconds per exchange in each direction. With WRF running on 4
processors, the coupling overhead is negligible – less than half a percent of total
run time. On 32 processors, the overhead from coupling is under 5 percent of the
cost of the run.
The Earth System Modeling Framework, an emerging community-based
standard and software infrastructure employs a different approach to model
coupling. As opposed to handling coupling as a form of I/O, ESMF components
are restructured to conform to a top-level “ESMF-compliant” component
interface. This allows an ESMF-based driver to control model initialization,
integration, and finalization. Coupling data is exchanged between components
by passing import and export state objects through the component’s top-level
interface. Multi-executable execution and compatibility with distributed and
Grid-computing environments is not currently supported.

WRF is being adapted to support top-level interface requirements to interoperate
as an ESMF coupled component but will also continue to interoperate through
I/O-like coupling mechanisms through the WRF I/O and Model Coupling API.
Implementing a form of ESMF coupling that presents itself through the WRF
I/O and Model Coupling API is also being explored.
5. Performance
Key goals for the WRF software are portability and efficiency over shared,
distributed-memory, and hybrid parallel architectures and over both vector and
scalar processor types. The WRF ASF supports a two-level decomposition
strategy that first decomposes each model domain over distributed-memory
patches and then, within each patch, over shared-memory tiles. The framework
and the Model Layer Interface allow the Driver layer to decompose domains
over arbitrarily shaped and sized rectangular patches and tiles, giving maximum
flexibility for structuring the computation as efficiently as possible. Towards the
goal of WRF performance-portability, routine benchmarking on a variety of
target computer platforms has been ongoing.
Figure 5 represents a snapshot of WRF performance at the end of 2004; the
latest results are maintained and routinely updated on the web.1 The test case in
the figure is a 48-hour, 12km resolution case over the Continental U.S.
(CONUS) domain. The computational cost for this domain is about 22 billion
floating point operations per average time step (72 seconds). Performance is
defined as model speed, ignoring I/O and initialization cost, directly measured
as the average cost per time step over a representative period of model
integration, and is presented both as a normalized floating-point rate and as
simulation speed. These are equivalent measures of speed, but floating-point rate
expresses speed as a measure of efficiency relative to the theoretical peak
capability while simulation speed, the ratio of model time simulated to actual
time, is more relevant as a measure of actual time-to-solution.
The purpose of this WRF benchmark is to demonstrate computational
performance and scaling of the WRF model on target architectures. The
benchmarks are intended to provide a means for comparing the performance of
different architectures and for comparing WRF computational performance and
scaling with other similar models. In light of the continuing evolution and
increasing diversity of high-performance computing hardware it is important to
define what is being counted as a process. For this benchmark, a parallel process
is the finest-grained sequence of instructions and associated state that produces a
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Figure 5 WRF performance results at end of 2004.

separable and disjoint part of the solution. Typically, the number of processes is
the number of WRF tiles are executing in parallel during a given run.
6. Conclusion
Since its release in 2004, WRF Version 2 has seen increasing adoption
within the research and operational communities. In addition to providing a
common tool for mesoscale simulation and data assimilation, the WRF project is
also beginning to serve its broader goal of fostering communication,
cooperation, and collaboration, especially within WRF working groups
specializing in regional climate, air quality simulation, and numerical weather
prediction research. WRF software is supported to the user community through
an ongoing effort involving workshops, tutorials, helpdesk services, and on-line
documentation. Operational implementation at NCEP and the Air Force Weather
Agency is underway, with the joint NOAA/NCAR/DoD Developmental Testbed
Center facilitating the WRF project goal of transferring research into operations.
Central to the multi-agency WRF development effort has been the WRF ASF: a
flexible, maintainable, extensible framework allowing rapid development,
support, and maintenance of the WRF software to a diverse set of users,

institutions, and applications. Portability and efficiency over a full range of
high-performance computing systems has been a key objective. Finally, the
modular design of the WRF ASF and its interfaces facilitates model coupling
and integration of WRF into community model infrastructure efforts such as
PRISM and ESMF.
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